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FACTORIZATIONS OF ALMOST SIMPLE GROUPS WITH A
FACTOR HAVING MANY NONSOLVABLE COMPOSITION
FACTORS
CAI HENG LI AND BINZHOU XIA
Abstract. This paper classifies the factorizations of almost simple groups with
a factor having at least two nonsolvable composition factors. This together with
a previous classification result of the authors reduces the factorization problem of
almost simple groups to the case where both factors have a unique nonsolvable
composition factor.
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1. Introduction
For a group G, an expression G = HK with subgroups H and K of G is called a
factorization of G, where H and K are called factors. Factorizations of groups play
an important role not only in group theory but also in other branches of mathematics
such as Galois theory [7, 9] and graph theory [14, 17].
A group G is almost simple with socle L if L 6 G 6 Aut(L) for some finite
nonabelian simple group L. To study factorizations of finite groups, it is crucial
to study those of almost simple groups. In 1987, Hering, Liebeck and Saxl [10]
classified factorizations of exceptional groups of Lie type. A factorization G = HK
is called a maximal factorization of G if both H and K are maximal subgroups of
G. In 1990, Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl published the landmark work [15] classifying
maximal factorizations of almost simple groups. Furthermore, when the socle is
an alternating group, all the factorizations of such a group were determined in [15,
Theorem D]. Based on the maximal factorizations in [15, Theorem C], Giudici [8]
in 2006 determined the factorizations of sporadic groups. In 2010, all factorizations
of almost simple groups for which one factor is maximal and the intersection of the
two factors is trivial have been determined [17] by Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl.
In [14], factorizations of almost simple groups with a solvable factor are classi-
fied. As a counter part, we classify in this paper (Theorem 1.1) factorizations of
almost simple groups with a factor having at least two nonsolvable composition fac-
tors (counted with multiplicity). These two classification results then reduce the
factorization problem of almost simple groups to the case where both factors have
a unique nonsolvable composition factor (Corollary 1.2).
Theorem 1.1. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L. Suppose that G has
a factorization G = HK, where H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors
and K is core-free in G. Then either (a) or (b) below holds.
(a) An 6 G 6 Sn with n > 10, and one of the following holds:
(a.1) H is a transitive permutation group of degree n, and An−1 6 K 6 Sn−1;
1
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(a.2) n = 10, H is a transitive permutation group of degree 10 such that
(A5 ×A5).2 6 H 6 S5 ≀ S2, and K = SL2(8) or SL2(8).3;
(a.3) n = 12, A7 ×A5 6 H 6 S7 × S5, and K = M12;
(a.4) n = 24, A19 × A5 6 H 6 S19 × S5, and K = M24.
(b) L is a symplectic group or an orthogonal group of plus type, and the triple
(L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1 or Table 2, respectively, where Q 6 2.
Table 1. Factorizations of symplectic groups in Theorem 1.1(b)
row L H ∩ L K ∩ L Ex.
1 Sp4ℓ(2
f ), fℓ > 2
(Sp2a(2
fb)× Sp2a(2
fb)).R.2,
Ω−4ℓ(2
f ).Q 3.2
ab = ℓ and R 6 b× b
2 Sp12ℓ(2
f )
(G2(2
fℓ)×G2(2
fℓ)).R.2,
Ω−12ℓ(2
f ).Q 3.3
R 6 ℓ× ℓ
3 Sp4ℓ(4), ℓ > 2 Sp2(4) × Sp4ℓ−2(4) Sp2ℓ(16).Q max
4 Sp4ℓ(4), ℓ > 2 (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)).P , P 6 2 Ω
−
4ℓ(4).Q 3.7
5 Sp8ℓ(2) (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)).P , P 6 [8] Ω
−
8ℓ(2).Q 3.8
6 Sp4(2
f ), f > 3 odd (Sp2(2
f )× Sp2(2
f )).P , P 6 2 Sz(2f ) max
7 Sp6(2
f ), f > 2
U × Sp4(2
f ),
G2(2
f ) 3.12
U nonsolvable and U 6 Sp2(2
f )
8 Sp12(4) Sp2(4) × Sp10(4) G2(16).Q 3.14
9 Sp12(4) (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P , P 6 2 Ω
−
12(4).Q 3.15
10 Sp24(2) (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P , P 6 [8] Ω
−
24(2).Q 3.17
Table 2. Factorizations of orthogonal groups in Theorem 1.1(b)
row L H ∩ L K ∩ L Ex.
1 PΩ+4ℓ(q), ℓ > 2, q > 4
(U × PSp2ℓ(q)).P , U nonsolvable, Ω4ℓ−1(q) 3.5U 6 PSp2(q) and P 6 gcd(2, ℓ, q − 1)
2 Ω+8ℓ(2) (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)).P , P 6 2
2 Sp8ℓ−2(2) 3.10
3 Ω+8ℓ(4)
(Sp2(4
c)× Sp2ℓ(16)).P , Sp8ℓ−2(4) 3.11c = 1 or 2 and P 6 22
4 Ω+12(2
f ), f > 2
U ×G2(2
f ),
Sp10(2
f ) 3.13
U nonsolvable and U 6 Sp2(2
f )
5 Ω+24(2) (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P , P 6 2
2 Sp22(4) 3.16
6 Ω+24(4)
(Sp2(4
c)×G2(16)).P , Sp22(4) 3.18c = 1 or 2 and P 6 22
Here are some remarks on Theorem 1.1.
(i) For each factorization G = HK described in Theorem 1.1, K ∩ L is almost
simple, and either H has exactly two nonsolvable composition factors or (a.1)
occurs.
(ii) It is easy to see that each case in part (a) of Theorem 1.1 gives rise to a
factorization G = HK. Also, for each row of Table 1 and Table 2 there is
an example for such factorization G = HK, which can be found in the last
column: the label 3.k indicates that such an example is given in Example 3.k
while the label max indicates that there exists a maximal factorization (see
Lemma 3.1).
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Corollary 1.2. Let G be an almost simple group. Suppose G = HK with core-free
subgroups H and K of G. Then interchanging H and K if necessary, one of the
following holds.
(a) H is solvable, and (G,H,K) is described in [14, Theorem 1.1].
(b) H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, and (G,H,K) is de-
scribed in Theorem 1.1.
(c) Both H and K have a unique nonsolvable composition factor.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is sketched in Section 4 and completed in Sections 5
and 6. In Section 3, we construct factorizations as described in Table 1 and Table 2.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NSFC grants 11231008 and
11771200. The second author is very grateful to Southern University of Science and
Technology for the financial support of his visit to the first author. The authors
would like to thank the anonymous referee for very helpful comments.
2. Preliminaries
All the groups in this paper are assumed to be finite. Our group-theoretic notation
mostly follows [15].
For a positive integer m and prime number p, denote by mp the largest p-power
that divides m. Given positive integers a and n, a prime number r is called a
primitive prime divisor of the pair (a, n) if r divides an − 1 but does not divide
ai − 1 for any positive integer i < n. In other words, a primitive prime divisor of
(a, n) is a prime number r such that a has order n in F×r . In particular, we have
the observation in the next lemma, which will be used repeatedly (and sometimes
implicitly) in this paper.
Lemma 2.1. If r is a primitive prime divisor of (a,m), then m
∣∣ r−1 and so r > m.
By an elegant theorem of Zsigmondy (see for example [2, Theorem IX.8.3]), (a, n)
has a primitive prime divisor whenever a > 2 and n > 3 with (a, n) 6= (2, 6). For
positive integers a > 2 and n > 3, denote the set of primitive prime divisors of (a, n)
by ppd(a, n) if (a, n) 6= (2, 6), and set ppd(2, 6) = {7}.
For a group X and a subgroup Y , denote the set of right cosets of Y in X by
[X : Y ]. There are several equivalent conditions for a group factorization as in
Lemma 2.2 below.
Lemma 2.2. Let H and K be subgroups of G. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) G = HK.
(b) G = HxKy for any x, y ∈ G.
(c) |H ∩K||G| = |H||K|.
(d) |G| 6 |H||K|/|H ∩K|.
(e) H acts transitively on [G : K] by right multiplication.
(f) K acts transitively on [G : H ] by right multiplication.
Remark. Lemma 2.2 is easy to prove but plays a fundamental role in the study of
group factorizations. For example,
(i) due to part (b) we will consider conjugacy classes of subgroups when studying
factorizations of a group;
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(ii) given a group G and its subgroups H and K, in order to inspect whether
G = HK we only need to compute the orders of G, H , K and H ∩ K by
part (c) or (d), which enables us to search factorizations of a group efficiently
in Magma [3].
Here are more observations on group factorizations.
Lemma 2.3. Let H and K be subgroups of G, and L be a normal subgroup of G.
If G = HK, then we have the following divisibilities.
(a) |G| divides |H||K|.
(b) |G| divides |H ∩ L||K||G/L|.
(c) |L| divides |H ∩ L||K|.
(d) |L| divides |H ∩ L||K ∩ L||G/L|.
Lemma 2.4. Let H, K and M be subgroups of G. If G = HK and H 6 M , then
M = H(K ∩M).
Lemma 2.5. Let H, K and M be subgroups of G. Suppose H 6 M and M =
H(K ∩M). Then G = HK if and only if G =MK.
To construct more factorizations from existing ones, we introduce some diagrams
for convenience: for a group G and subgroups H , K and M of G, the diagram
G
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
H K
means G = HK, while the diagram
H
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
K
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
M
means H ∩K =M . Then the diagram
G
④④
④④
④④
④④
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
H1
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
K1
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
. . .
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
. . .
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Hℓ Kℓ
implies G = H1K1 = H1H2K2 = · · · = H1H2 · · ·HℓKℓ = H1Kℓ.
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3. Examples
Let S be a classical group defined on a vector space V . If Z is the center of S such
that S/Z is simple group and X is a subgroup of GL(V ) containing S as a normal
subgroup, then for a subgroup Y of X , denote by Yˆ the subgroup (Y ∩ S)Z/Z of
S/Z. If S is a linear group, define Pk[S] to be the stabilizer of a k-space in S. Next
assume that S is a symplectic, unitary or orthogonal group.
(i) If S is transitive on the set of totally singular k-spaces, then let Pk[S] be the
stabilizer of a totally singular k-space in S.
(ii) If S is not transitive on the set of totally singular k-spaces, then let Pk−1[S]
and Pk[S] be the stabilizers of totally singular k-spaces in the two different
orbits of S.
(iii) If S is not transitive on the set of totally singular k-spaces, then let Pk−1,k[S]
be the stabilizer of a totally singular (k − 1)-space in S.
(iv) If S is not transitive on the set of totally singular k-spaces, then let P1,k−1[S]
be the intersection P1[S]∩Pk−1[S], where the 1-space stabilized by P1[S] lies
in the k-space stabilized by Pk−1[S].
(v) If S is not transitive on the set of totally singular k-spaces, then let P1,k[S]
be the intersection P1[S] ∩ Pk[S], where the 1-space stabilized by P1[S] lies
in the k-space stabilized by Pk[S].
For a non-degenerate k-space W ,
(i) denote the stabilizer of W in S by Nk[S] if either S is symplectic or unitary,
or S is orthogonal of even dimension with k odd;
(ii) denote the stabilizer of W in S by Nεk[S] for ε = ± if S is orthogonal and W
has type ε;
(iii) denote the stabilizer of W in S by Nεk[S] for ε = ± if S is orthogonal of odd
dimension and W⊥ has type ε.
For the above defined groups Pk[S], Pi,j [S], Nk[S], N
−
k [S] and N
+
k [S], we will simply
write Pk, Pi,j , Nk, N
−
k and N
+
k , respectively, if the classical group S is clear from the
context.
Let G be an almost simple group with socle classical simple, and assume that
no element of G induces a triality automorphism if Soc(G) = PΩ+8 (q). In [1],
Aschbacher defined eight families C1–C8 of subgroups of G. These groups are now
called geometric subgroups of G, and described in more detail by Kleidman and
Liebeck [13].
The following lemma can be read off from Tables 1–4 of [15].
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L classical. If G = AB is
a maximal factorization of G such that A has at least two nonsolvable composition
factors and B is core-free in G, then A has exactly two nonsolvable composition
factors and (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) = (L,X, Y ) as in Table 3. Conversely, for each
triple (L,X, Y ) in Table 3, there exists a maximal factorization G = HK satisfying
Soc(G) = L, H ∩ L = X and K ∩ L = Y .
Example 3.2. Let G = Sp4ℓ(2
f) with fℓ > 2, and K = O−4ℓ(2
f) < G. Then
for all positive integers a and b such that ab = ℓ, there exists a subgroup H =
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Table 3. Maximal factorizations of classical almost simple groups
with a factor having at least two nonsolvable composition factors
row L X Y
1 Sp4ℓ(2
f), fℓ > 2 (Sp2ℓ(2
f)× Sp2ℓ(2
f)).2 O−4ℓ(2
f)
2 Sp4ℓ(4), ℓ > 2 Sp2(4)× Sp4ℓ−2(4) Sp2ℓ(16).2
3 Sp4(2
f), f > 3 odd (Sp2(2
f)× Sp2(2
f )).2 Sz(2f)
4 Sp6(2
f), f > 2 Sp2(2
f)× Sp4(2
f) G2(2
f)
5 PΩ+4ℓ(q), ℓ > 3, q > 4 (PSp2(q)× PSp2ℓ(q)). gcd(2, ℓ, q − 1) Ω4ℓ−1(q)
6 PΩ+8 (q), q > 5 odd (PSp2(q)× PSp4(q)).2 Ω7(q)
7 Ω+8 (2) (SL2(4)× SL2(4)).2
2 Sp6(2)
8 Ω+8 (4) (SL2(16)× SL2(16)).2
2 Sp6(4)
Sp2a(2
fb) ≀ S2 = ((Sp2a(2
fb) × Sp2a(2
fb)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 1 of
Table 1.
In fact, let M = Sp4a(2
fb):b be a C3-subgroup of G. Then M ∩K = O
−
4a(2
fb).b,
and so |M ∩K|||G| = |M ||K|. It follows that G = MK by Lemma 2.2, and then
we have the diagram
Sp4ℓ(2
f)
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Sp4a(2
fb):b
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
O−4ℓ(2
f)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
Sp4a(2
fb)
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
[15, Theorem A]
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
O−4a(2
fb):b
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
Sp2a(2
fb) ≀ S2 O
−
4a(2
fb)
This gives a subgroup H = Sp2a(2
fb) ≀ S2 = ((Sp2a(2
fb) × Sp2a(2
fb)):2 of G such
that G = HK, proving Example 3.2.
Example 3.3. Let G = Sp12ℓ(2
f) and K = O−12ℓ(2
f) < G. Then there exists a
subgroup H = G2(2
fℓ) ≀ S2 = (G2(2
f) × G2(2
f)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in
row 2 of Table 1.
To show that Example 3.3 holds, we first note Sp6(2
fℓ) = G2(2
fℓ)Oε6(2
fℓ) for
ε = ± by [15, Theorem A]. This implies that
Sp6(2
fℓ)× Sp6(2
fℓ) = (G2(2
fℓ)×G2(2
fℓ)(O−6 (2
fℓ)×O+6 (2
fℓ))
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and so Sp6(2
fℓ) ≀ S2 = (G2(2
fℓ) ≀ S2)(O
−
6 (2
fℓ)×O+6 (2
fℓ)). Then the diagram
Sp12ℓ(2
f)
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
[15, Theorem A]
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
Sp12(2
fℓ):ℓ
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
O−12ℓ(2
f)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
Sp12(2
fℓ)
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
O−12(2
fℓ):ℓ
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
Sp6(2
fℓ) ≀ S2
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
O−12(2
fℓ):ℓ
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
G2(2
fℓ) ≀ S2 O
−
6 (2
fℓ)×O+6 (2
fℓ)
This gives a factorization G = HK with H = G2(2
fℓ) ≀ S2 = (G2(2
f)×G2(2
f)):2.
Lemma 3.4. Let W be a 2-dimensional symplectic space over Fq with the non-
degenerate symplectic form α and a standard basis w1, w2, and V be a 2m-dimensional
symplectic space over Fq with the non-degenerate symplectic form β and a standard
basis u1, v1, . . . , um, vm. Define a quadratic form Q on W ⊗ V with the associated
bilinear form:
(W ⊗ V )× (W ⊗ V )→ Fq, (w ⊗ v, w
′ ⊗ v′) 7→ α(w,w′)β(v, v′)
such that Q(w⊗v) = 0 for all w ∈ W and v ∈ V . Let B be the stabilizer in PΩ(W ⊗
V,Q) of 〈w1 ⊗ u1 + w2 ⊗ v1〉, and M = PSp2m(q) be a subgroup of PΩ(W ⊗ V,Q)
that stabilizes W ⊗ V and acts trivially on W . Then, for m > 2 and q > 4,
M ∩B = {h ∈ PSp2ℓ(q) | u
h
1 = λu1, v
h
1 = λv1, λ
2 = 1, λ ∈ F∗q}.
Proof. Direct calculation shows that
M ∩ B = {h ∈ PSp2m(q) | w1 ⊗ u
h
1 + w2 ⊗ v
h
1 = λ(w1 ⊗ u1 + w2 ⊗ v1), λ ∈ F
∗
q}
= {h ∈ PSp2m(q) | w1 ⊗ (u
h
1 − λu1) = w2 ⊗ (λv1 − v
h
1 ), λ ∈ F
∗
q}
= {h ∈ PSp2m(q) | u
h
1 = λu1, v
h
1 = λv1, λ ∈ F
∗
q}
= {h ∈ PSp2m(q) | u
h
1 = λu1, v
h
1 = λv1, β(u
h
1 , v
h
1 ) = β(u1, v1), λ ∈ F
∗
q}
= {h ∈ PSp2m(q) | u
h
1 = λu1, v
h
1 = λv1, λ
2 = 1, λ ∈ F∗q},
completing the proof. 
Example 3.5. Let G = PΩ+4ℓ(q) with ℓ > 2 and q > 4, and K = N1[G] = Sp4ℓ−2(q).
Then for each U 6 PSp2(q), there exists a subgroup H = U × PSp2ℓ(q) of G such
that G = HK, as in row 1 of Table 2.
In fact, let W , V , Q, B and M be as defined in Lemma 3.4 with m = ℓ. Let
G = PΩ(W ⊗ V,Q) and K = B (as there is only one conjugacy class of subgroups
N1[G] in G). Take H = U ×M to be a subgroup of G stabilizing W ⊗ V which acts
on W and V as U and M = PSp2ℓ(q), respectively. To prove G = HK, we only
need to prove G =MK since M 6 H . By Lemma 3.4, we have
|M ∩K||G| = |{h ∈ PSp2ℓ(q) | u
h
1 = λu1, v
h
1 = λv1, λ
2 = 1, λ ∈ F∗q}||G|
= |Sp2ℓ−2(q)||G| = |PSp2ℓ(q)||K| = |M ||K|.
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This shows that G =MK, proving Example 3.5.
By [15, Theorem A], there is a maximal factorization G = AK with G = ΓSp4ℓ(4),
A = ΓO+4ℓ(4) and K = ΓO
−
4ℓ(4). We generalize this in the next lemma by showing
that A can be replaced by a smaller group Ω+4ℓ(4).2.
Lemma 3.6. Let G = L ⋊ 〈φ〉 = ΓSp4ℓ(4) with ℓ > 2, where L = Sp4ℓ(4) and
φ is a field automorphism of order 2, and K = ΓO−4ℓ(4) < G. Then there exists
M = Ω+4ℓ(4) < L such that G = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉)K and (M ⋊ 〈φ〉) ∩K = N1[M ].
Proof. From [15, 3.2.4(e)] we see that there is a subgroup A = ΓO+4ℓ(4) of G such
that G = AK, A = (A∩L)⋊〈φ〉 and A∩K = N1[A∩L] = Sp4ℓ−2(4)×2. TakingM =
Soc(A∩L), we have M = Ω+4ℓ(4) < L, A∩L = O
+
4ℓ(4) and A = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉)N1[A∩L].
This implies that A = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉)(A ∩K), and so G = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉)K by Lemma 2.5.
Moreover, (M ⋊ 〈φ〉) ∩ K = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉) ∩ (A ∩ K) since M ⋊ 〈φ〉 < A. Hence
(M ⋊ 〈φ〉) ∩K = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉) ∩ N1[(A ∩ L)] = N1[M ], completing the proof. 
Example 3.7. Let G = ΓSp4ℓ(4) with ℓ > 2, and K = ΓO
−
4ℓ(4) < G. Then there
exists a subgroup H = (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 4 of
Table 1.
In fact, let φ andM be as in Lemma 3.6 with G = (M⋊〈φ〉)K and (M⋊〈φ〉)∩K =
N1[M ]. AsM = Ω
+
4ℓ(4), there is a maximal subgroup H = (Sp2(4)⊗Sp2ℓ(4))⋊〈φ〉 of
M ⋊ 〈φ〉. Then H = (Sp2(4)×Sp2ℓ(4)):2, M ⋊ 〈φ〉 = HM , andM = (H ∩M)N1[M ]
by [15, Theorem A]. It follows that M ⋊ 〈φ〉 = H(H ∩M)N1[M ] = HN1[M ]. Hence
we have G = HK as shown in the diagram
ΓSp4ℓ(4)
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Ω+4ℓ(4)⋊ 〈φ〉
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
ΓO−4ℓ(4)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
(Sp2(4)⊗ Sp2ℓ(4))⋊ 〈φ〉 N1[Ω
+
4ℓ(4)]
Example 3.8. Let G = Sp8ℓ(2) and K = O
−
8ℓ(2) < G. Then there exists a subgroup
H = (Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 5 of Table 1. This is
shown in the diagram
Sp8ℓ(2)
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
[15, Theorem A]
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
ΓSp4ℓ(4)
Example 3.7
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
[15, 3.2.1(d)]
O−8ℓ(2)
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
(Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)):2 ΓO
−
4ℓ(4)
Before stating the next lemma, recall from [15, Theorem A] that there is a maximal
factorization G = AK with G = Ω+4m(2), A = ΓO
+
2m(4) and K = N1[G]. We
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generalize this by showing in the lemma below that A can be replaced by a smaller
group Ω+2m(4).2.
Lemma 3.9. Let G = Ω+4m(2) with m > 2, K = N1[G] = Sp4m−2(2), A =
ΓO+2m(4) < G and M = Soc(A)⋊ 〈φ〉 < G, where φ is the field automorphism of F4
of order 2. Then A∩K 6 O+2m(4), G =MK and M∩K = N1[Soc(A)] = Sp2m−2(4).
Proof. Let V be a 2m-dimensional orthogonal space over F4 with a non-degenerate
quadratic form P of plus type, and let e1, f1, . . . , em, fm be a standard basis of
V . Take A = O(V, P ) ⋊ 〈φ〉, so that M = Ω(V, P ) ⋊ 〈φ〉 and φ fixes each of
e1, f1, . . . , em, fm. Define a map Q from V to F2 by putting Q(u) = P (u) + P (u)2
for each u ∈ V . Then Q is a non-degenerate quadratic form of plus type on V while
V is considered as a 4m-dimensional orthogonal space over F2 with respect to Q.
Regard G as Ω(V,Q) and regard K as the stabilizer in G of e1 + ωf1, where ω is a
generator of F×4 . (Note that Q(e1+ωf1) = P (e1+ωf1)+P (e1+ωf1)
2 = ω+ω2 = 1.)
Then A < G since both O(V, P ) and φ preserve P (u) + P (u)2 for each u ∈ V .
We first prove A ∩K 6 O(V, P ). To see this, suppose on the contrary that there
exists g ∈ O(V, P ) \ (A ∩ K). Then since A = O(V, P ) ⋊ 〈φ〉, we conclude that
gφ ∈ K. Writing (e1 + ωf1)
g =
∑2ℓ
i=1(aiei + bifi) with a1, b1, . . . , a2ℓ, b2ℓ ∈ F4, we
deduce that
e1 + ωf1 = (e1 + ωf1)
gφ =
(
2ℓ∑
i=1
(aiei + bifi)
)φ
=
2ℓ∑
i=1
(a2i ei + b
2
i fi).
This means a21 = 1, b
2
1 = ω and a
2
i = b
2
i = 0 for 2 6 i 6 2ℓ, which is equivalent to
a1 = 1, b1 = ω
2 and ai = bi = 0 for 2 6 i 6 2ℓ. Now
(e1 + ωf1)
g =
2ℓ∑
i=1
(aiei + bifi) = e1 + ω
2f1,
but P (e1+ωf1) = ω 6= ω
2 = P (e1+ω
2f1), contradicting g ∈ O(V, P ). Consequently,
A ∩K 6 O(V, P ) = O+2m(4).
By the above conclusion we know that M ∩K 6 O(V, P ), and so
M ∩K = O(V, P ) ∩M ∩K = Ω(V, P ) ∩K = N1[Soc(A)] = Sp2m−2(4).
As a consequence, |M ∩K||G| = |M ||K|. This yields G =MK by Lemma 2.2. 
Example 3.10. Let G = Ω+8ℓ(2) and K = N1[G] = Sp8ℓ−2(2). Then there exists a
subgroup H = (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 2 of Table 2.
In fact, let φ and M be as in Lemma 3.9 with m = 2ℓ, so that G = MK and
M ∩ K = N1[Soc(M)] = Sp4ℓ−2(4). Taking H = (Sp2(4) ⊗ Sp2ℓ(4)) ⋊ 〈φ〉 to be
a maximal subgroup of M = Ω+4ℓ(4) ⋊ 〈φ〉, we have H = (Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4)):2,
M = HSoc(M), and Soc(M) = (H ∩ Soc(M))N1[Soc(M)] by [15, Theorem A].
It follows that M = H(H ∩ Soc(M))N1[Soc(M)] = HN1[Soc(M)], and then the
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diagram
Ω+8ℓ(2)
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
Ω+4ℓ(4)⋊ 〈φ〉
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
Sp8ℓ−2(2)
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
(Sp2(4)⊗ Sp2ℓ(4))⋊ 〈φ〉 N1[Ω
+
4ℓ(4)]
shows that G = HK.
Example 3.11. Let G = ΓO+8ℓ(4) and K = N1[G]. Then there exists a subgroup
H = (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(16)):4 of G such that G = HK, as in row 3 of Table 2.
Let W , V , Q and M be as in Lemma 3.4 with m = 2ℓ and q = 4, and take
ei = w1 ⊗ ui, fi = w2 ⊗ vi, ei+2ℓ = w1 ⊗ vi and fi+2ℓ = w2 ⊗ ui
for 1 6 i 6 2ℓ. Then e1, f1, . . . , e4ℓ, f4ℓ is a standard basis of the orthogonal space
W ⊗ V . Let φ be the field automorphism of order 2 fixing each of e1, f1, . . . , e4ℓ, f4ℓ.
Then we can regard G as O(W ⊗ V,Q)⋊ 〈φ〉 and regard K as the stabilizer in G of
〈e1 + f1〉. Let A = (C ×M) ⋊ 〈φ〉 be the subgroup of G stabilizing W ⊗ V , where
C = Sp2(4) acts on V trivially, and denote the actions of A on W and V by π1
and π2 respectively. It is evident that A
π1 = ΓSp2(4) and A
π2 = ΓSp4ℓ(4). Take
D = Sp2ℓ(16):2 to be a C3-subgroup of M such that (D⋊ 〈φ〉)
π2 = ΓSp2ℓ(16). Then
there exists an element σ of M with (D ⋊ 〈φ〉)π2 = Soc(D) ⋊ 〈σφ〉π2 = Sp2ℓ(16):4.
As (σφ)π1 = φπ1 has order 2 and (σφ)π2 has order 4, we see that σφ has order 4.
Also, 〈σφ〉 ∩ Soc(D) = 1 since ((σφ)2)π2 /∈ Soc(D). Furthermore, σφ normalizes
C × Soc(D) since both σ and φ normalize C × Soc(D). Thus we have a subgroup
H = (C × Soc(D))⋊ 〈σφ〉 = (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(16)):4 of A.
We claim that (A ∩K)π2 contains the stabilizer in Aπ2 of the non-degenerate 2-
space 〈u1, v1〉. Since A ∩K > 〈φ〉, it suffices to show that (A ∩K)
π2 contains the
stabilizer of 〈u1, v1〉 in M
π2 = Sp4ℓ(4). Let g be an arbitrary element of M
π2 that
stabilizes 〈u1, v1〉. Then u
g
1 = au1 + bv1 and v
g
1 = cu1 + dv1 for some a, b, c, d ∈ F4
with ad+bc = 1. Take x ∈ C and y ∈ M such that wx1 = dw1+cw2, w
x
2 = bw1+aw2
and yπ2 = g, and let k = xy ∈ A. It is straightforward to verify that kπ2 = g and k
fixes e1 + f1, which means k ∈ A ∩K. This proves our claim.
Now we have Hπ2 > Soc(D)⋊ 〈σφ〉π2 = (D⋊ 〈φ〉)π2 = ΓSp2ℓ(16) and (A∩K)
π2 >
N2[A
π2]. It follows from [15, Theorem A] that Aπ2 = ΓSp4ℓ(4) has a factorization
Aπ2 = Hπ2(A ∩ K)π2. Then since A contains C = ker(π2), we deduce that A =
H(A ∩K). Therefore, the diagram
G = ΓO+8ℓ(4)
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐
[15, Theorem A]
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
A = (Sp2(4)× Sp4ℓ(4)):2
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
K = N1
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
H A ∩K
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shows that G = HK, proving Example 3.11.
Example 3.12. Let L = Sp6(2
f) with f > 2, G be an almost simple group with
socle L, H = U×Sp4(2
f) 6 N2[L] with U 6 Sp2(2
f), and K be a maximal subgroup
of G such that K ∩ L = G2(2
f). Then G = HK, as in row 7 of Table 1.
By [19, 4.3], there is a 6-dimensional vector space V over F2f with basis
x1, x2, x3, x6, x7, x8
and a bilinear form β on V with Gram matrix

1
1
1
1
1
1


such that L := Sp(V, β) = Sp6(2
f) has a subgroup N = G2(2
f) generated by
r : (x1, x2, x3, x6, x7, x8) 7→ (x1, x3, x2, x7, x6, x8),
s : (x1, x2, x3, x6, x7, x8) 7→ (x2, x1, x6, x3, x8, x7),
T (λ, µ) : (x1, x2, x3, x6, x7, x8) 7→ (λx1, µx2, λµ
−1x3, λ
−1µx6, µ
−1x7, λ
−1x8),
A(α) : x7 7→ x7 + αx1, x8 7→ x8 + αx2
and
F (α) : x2 7→ x2 + αx1, x6 7→ x6 + α
2x3, x8 7→ x8 + αx7,
where λ runs over F∗2f , µ runs over F
∗
2f and α runs over F2f . LetM be the subgroup of
L generated by s, (rs)3, T (λ, µ), A(α), F (α), and φ be the semilinear transformation
of V defined by
(α1x1+α2x2+α3x3+α6x6+α7x7+α8x8)
φ = α21x1+α
2
2x2+α
2
3x3+α
2
6x6+α
2
7x7+α
2
8x8
for α1, α2, α3, α6, α7, α8 ∈ F2f . Then we can write G = L⋊〈φe〉 andK = N⋊〈φe〉 for
some divisor e of f . Moreover, M stabilizes 〈x3, x6〉 and 〈x1, x2, x7, x8〉, respectively.
Let A be the stabilizer in G of 〈x3, x6〉 whose actions on 〈x3, x6〉 and 〈x1, x2, x7, x8〉
are denoted by π1 and π2, respectively. It follows that K ∩L = G2(2
f), and A∩L =
(A∩L)π1 × (A∩L)π2 with (A∩L)π1 = Sp2(2
f) and (A∩L)π2 = Sp4(2
f). Note that
M 6 A ∩K ∩ L while M = Ω+4 (2
f) is a maximal subgroup of K ∩ L. We conclude
that A ∩K ∩ L =M since K ∩ L does not stabilize 〈x3, x6〉. Now as
|A ∩K ∩ L||L| = |M ||L| = |A ∩ L||K ∩ L|,
we have L = (A ∩ L)(K ∩ L) by Lemma 2.2. Regard H = U × (A ∩ L)π2 6 A ∩ L,
U being a subgroup of (A ∩ L)π1 .
Note that the subgroup ofM generated by (rs)3, T (λ, 1), F (α), where λ runs over
F∗2f and α runs over F2f , acts on 〈x3, x6〉 as Sp2(2
f). We have Mπ2 > (A∩L)π1 and
so (A ∩K ∩ L)π1 = (A ∩ L)π1. Accordingly,
H(A ∩K ∩ L) > (A ∩ L)π2(A ∩K ∩ L)
= (A ∩ L)π2(A ∩K ∩ L)π1 = (A ∩ L)π2(A ∩ L)π1 = A ∩ L,
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which means A ∩ L = H(A ∩ K ∩ L). This together with H 6 A ∩ L and L =
(A∩L)(K∩L) implies that L = H(K∩L). HenceHK = H(K∩L)〈φe〉 = L〈φe〉 = G,
which proves Example 3.12.
Example 3.13. Let G = Ω+12(2
f) with f > 2, and K = N1[G] = Sp10(2
f). Then for
each U 6 Sp2(2
f), there exists a subgroup H = U×G2(2
f) of G such that G = HK,
as in row 4 of Table 2.
Let W , V , Q, B and M be as defined in Lemma 3.4 with m = 3 and q = 2f .
Then we may let G = Ω(W ⊗ V,Q) and K = B. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that
M ∩ K = Sp4(2
f) < N2[M ]. Hence |M ∩ K||G| = |M ||K|, and so G = MK by
Lemma 2.2. Let N = G2(2
f) < M , and H = U ⊗N be a subgroup of G stabilizing
W ⊗ V which acts on W and V as U and N , respectively. To prove that G = HK,
it suffices to prove G = NK since N 6 H . In fact, Example 3.12 shows that
M = N(M ∩K), which together with G = MK leads to G = NK by Lemma 2.5.
This implies G = HK, proving Example 3.13. We remark that here M is contained
in a maximal subgroup A = Sp2(2
f)⊗ Sp6(2
f ) of G, so that we have the diagram
G
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
A
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼ K
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
M
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
A ∩K
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
H M ∩K
Example 3.14. Let G = ΓSp12(4) and H = N2[G] = (Sp2(4) × Sp10(4)):2. Then
there exists a subgroup K = G2(16):4 of G such that G = HK, as in row 8 of
Table 1.
Let B = ΓSp6(16) be a C3-subgroup of G. According to [15, 3.2.1(a)] we have
G = HB with H ∩ B = H ∩ Soc(B) = Sp2(4) × Sp4(16). Take K = G2(16):4
to be a maximal subgroup of B (see [4, Table 8.29]). Then B = Soc(B)K and
K ∩ Soc(B) = G2(16). Moreover, Soc(B) = (H ∩ Soc(B))(K ∩B) as Example 3.12
shows. Thereby we deduce B = (H ∩ Soc(B))K and thus B = (H ∩ B)K. This
implies G = HK as shown in the diagram
G = ΓSp12(4)
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
H = N2
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
B = ΓSp6(16)
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
H ∩B = Sp2(4)× Sp4(16) K = G2(16):4
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proving Example 3.14.
Example 3.15. Let G = ΓSp12(4) and K = ΓO
−
12(4) < G. Then there exists a
subgroup H = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 9 of Table 1.
Let φ and M be as in Lemma 3.6 with ℓ = 3, so that G = (M ⋊ 〈φ〉)K and
(M ⋊ 〈φ〉)∩K = N1[M ]. Following the proof of Example 3.13 we obtain a subgroup
H∗ = Sp2(4)×G2(4) ofM such thatM = H
∗N1[M ] andH
∗ is normalized by φ. Take
H = H∗ ⋊ 〈φ〉 < M ⋊ 〈φ〉. We have H = (Sp2(4)× G2(4)):2 and M ⋊ 〈φ〉 = HM .
It follows from Lemma 2.5 that M ⋊ 〈φ〉 = HN1[M ] since H ∩ M = H∗ and
M = H∗N1[M ]. This implies G = HK as shown in the diagram
G = ΓSp12(4)
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
M ⋊ 〈φ〉 = Ω+12(4):2
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
K = ΓO−12(4)
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
H N1[M ]
proving Example 3.15.
Example 3.16. Let G = Ω+24(2) and K = N1[G] = Sp22(2). Then there exists a
subgroup H = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 5 of Table 2.
Let φ and M be as in Lemma 3.9 with m = 6, so that G = MK and M ∩K =
N1[Soc(M)]. Following the proof of Example 3.13 we obtain a subgroup H
∗ =
Sp2(4)×G2(4) of Soc(M) such that Soc(M) = H
∗N1[Soc(M)] and H
∗ is normalized
by φ. Take H = H∗ ⋊ 〈φ〉 < M . We have H = (Sp2(4) × G2(4)):2 and M =
HSoc(M). This implies M = HN1[Soc(M)] by Lemma 2.5 since H ∩ Soc(M) = H
∗
and Soc(M) = H∗N1[Soc(M)]. Then the diagram
G = Ω+24(2)
♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
♠
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
M = Ω+12(4):2
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
K = N1[G]
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
H N1[Soc(M)]
shows that G = HK, proving Example 3.16.
Example 3.17. Let G = Sp24(2) and K = O
−
24(2) < G. Then there exists a
subgroup H = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)):2 of G such that G = HK, as in row 10 of Table 1.
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This is shown in the diagram
Sp24(2)
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
[15, Theorem A]
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
O+24(2)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
[15, 3.2.4(e)]
O−24(2)
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
Ω+24(2)
Example 3.16
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
N1[O
+
24(2)]
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
(Sp2(4)×G2(4)):2 N1[Ω
+
24(2)]
Example 3.18. Let G = ΓO+24(4) and K = N1[G]. Then there exists a subgroup
H = (Sp2(4)×G2(16)):4 of G such that G = HK, as in row 6 of Table 2.
Let W , V , Q and M be as in Lemma 3.4 with m = 6 and q = 4, and take
ei = w1 ⊗ ui, fi = w2 ⊗ vi, ei+6 = w1 ⊗ vi and fi+6 = w2 ⊗ ui
for 1 6 i 6 6. Then e1, f1, . . . , e12, f12 is a standard basis of the orthogonal space
W ⊗V . Let φ be the field automorphism of order 2 fixing each of e1, f1, . . . , e12, f12.
Then we can regard G as O(W ⊗ V,Q)⋊ 〈φ〉 and regard K as the stabilizer in G of
〈e1 + f1〉. Let A = (C ×M) ⋊ 〈φ〉 be the subgroup of G stabilizing W ⊗ V , where
C = Sp2(4) acts on V trivially, and denote the actions of A on W and V by π1 and
π2 respectively. It is evident that A
π1 = ΓSp2(4) and A
π2 = ΓSp12(4). Following the
proof of Example 3.14 we see that there is a subgroup D = G2(16):2 ofM = Sp12(4)
with (D⋊〈φ〉)π2 = G2(16):4 and Aπ2 = (D⋊〈φ〉)π2N2[Aπ2]. Accordingly, there exists
an element σ of M such that (D ⋊ 〈φ〉)π2 = Soc(D) ⋊ 〈σφ〉π2 = G2(16):4. Since
(σφ)π1 = φπ1 has order 2 and (σφ)π2 has order 4, we conclude that σφ has order
4. Also, 〈σφ〉 ∩ Soc(D) = 1 as ((σφ)2)π2 /∈ Soc(D). Furthermore, σφ normalizes
C × Soc(D) since both σ and φ normalize C × Soc(D). Thus we have a subgroup
H = (C × Soc(D))⋊ 〈σφ〉 = (Sp2(4)×G2(16)):4 of A.
As in the proof of Example 3.11 we know that (A ∩K)π2 contains the stabilizer
in Aπ2 of the non-degenerate 2-space 〈u1, v1〉. Now (A∩K)
π2 > N2(A
π2) and Aπ2 =
Hπ2N2[A
π2 ]. It follows that Aπ2 = Hπ2(A ∩ K)π2, and so A = H(A ∩ K) since A
contains C = ker(π2). Therefore, the diagram
G = ΓO+24(4)
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐
[15, Theorem A]
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
A = (Sp2(4)× Sp12(4)):2
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯
K = N1
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
H A ∩K
shows that G = HK, proving Example 3.18.
Corollary 3.19. For each L as in the second column of Table 1, there exist an
almost simple group G with socle L and a factorization G = HK such that H ∩ L
and K ∩ L are as described in the same row as L in Table 1.
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Proof. For row 3 and row 6 of Table 1, there is a maximal factorization G = HK
(corresponding to row 2 and row 3 of Table 3 respectively) as Lemma 3.1 shows.
For the other rows of Table 1, the assertion is true by the example indicated in the
last column of Table 1. 
4. Strategy of proof
As mentioned in the Introduction, the maximal factorizations of almost simple
groups have been classified by Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl [15]. In order to apply
this result to investigate the general factorizations of an almost simple group G, say,
we need to embed a given factorization G = HK to the a maximal factorization
G = AB. This may be easily accomplished by taking arbitrary maximal subgroups
A and B of G containing H and K respectively. However, such maximal subgroups
A and B are not necessarily core-free even if H and K are core-free. For example, if
HL < G, where L = Soc(G), then the maximal subgroup of G containing HL (and
thus containing H) is not core-free in G. In fact, HL = G if and only if all maximal
subgroups of G containing H are core-free in G, as proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L and H be a core-free
subgroups of G. Then HL = G if and only if all maximal subgroups of G containing
H are core-free in G.
Proof. Suppose that HL = G. For any maximal subgroup A of G containing H ,
since A > L would lead to a contradiction that A > HL = G, we see that A is
core-free in G.
Conversely, suppose that all maximal subgroups of G containing H are core-free
in G. If HL < G, then the maximal subgroup of G containing HL (and thus
containing H) is not core-free in G, a contradiction. Hence HL = G. This proves
the lemma. 
The next lemma is a direct application of [16, Lemma 2(i)].
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G is an almost simple group with socle L and G = HK
with core-free subgroups H and K. Then there exists a factorization G∗ = H∗K∗
such that L E G∗ 6 G, H∗ ∩ L = H ∩ L, K∗ ∩ L = K ∩ L and H∗L = K∗L = G∗.
Proof. Take G∗ = HL ∩KL, H∗ = H ∩ G∗ and K∗ = K ∩G∗. Then L E G∗ 6 G,
H∗∩L = H∩L and K∗∩L = K∩L. It follows that H∗ and K∗ are both core-free in
G∗ since H and K are both core-free in G. By [16, Lemma 2(i)], we have G∗ = H∗K∗
and H∗L = K∗L = G∗. Thus, G∗ = H∗K∗ is a factorization as desired. 
To describe H ∩ Soc(G) and K ∩ Soc(G) (as Theorem 1.1(b) does) for a factor-
ization G = HK of an almost simple group G with H and K core-free, we may
assume by virtue of Lemma 4.2 that HL = KL = G. According to Lemma 4.1,
this is equivalent to assuming that all maximal subgroups of G containing H and
K, respectively, are core-free in G. After we know H ∩ Soc(G) and K ∩ Soc(G),
the following lemma will help to determine the factors H and K of the factorization
G = HK.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that G is an almost simple group with socle L and G = HK
with core-free subgroups H and K. Then there exists a factorization G/L = HK
such that H = (H ∩ L).H and K = (K ∩ L).K.
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Proof. Let H = HL/L and K = KL/L. Then by modulo L, we derive from
G = HK that G/L = HK. Moreover, since H = HL/L ∼= H/(H ∩ L) and
K = KL/L ∼= K/(K ∩ L), we have H = (H ∩ L).H and K = (K ∩ L).K. Hence
the lemma follows. 
Remark. In an alternative way, one may embed a factorization G = HK of an
almost simple group G with H and K core-free into a factorization of G with both
factors maximal among core-free subgroups of G. The latter is called a max− fac-
torization of G and is characterized in [16].
Now let G be an almost simple group with socle L and let G = HK be a factor-
ization of G such that H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors and K
is core-free, as in the assumption of Theorem 1.1. We first prove the conclusion of
Theorem 1.1 in the case that L is a non-classical simple group.
Lemma 4.4. If L is a non-classical simple group, then L = An with n > 10 and
one of the following holds:
(a) H is a transitive permutation group of degree n, and An−1 6 K 6 Sn−1;
(b) n = 10, H is a transitive permutation group of degree 10 such that (A5 ×
A5).2 6 H 6 S5 ≀ S2, and K = SL2(8) or SL2(8).3;
(c) n = 12, A7 × A5 6 H 6 S7 × S5, and K = M12;
(d) n = 24, A19 × A5 6 H 6 S19 × S5, and K = M24.
Proof. Let L be a non-classical simple group satisfying the assumption of Theo-
rem 1.1. Consulting the classification of factorizations of exceptional groups of Lie
type in [10], one sees that L is not an exceptional group of Lie type as H has at
least two nonsolvable composition factors. Similarly, L is not a sporadic simple
group by [8].
We thus have L = An acting naturally on a set Ω of n points. Since G has a
subgroup H which has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, we know that
n > 10. Then according to Theorem D and its Remark 2 in [15], one of the following
cases appears.
(i) H is k-homogeneous on Ω and An−k 6 K 6 Sn−k × Sk for some 1 6 k 6 5.
(ii) An−k 6 H 6 Sn−k × Sk and K is k-homogeneous on Ω for some 1 6 k 6 5.
(iii) n = 10, H is a transitive subgroup of S10 such that A5 × A5 ⊳ H 6 S5 ≀ S2,
and K = SL2(8) or SL2(8).3.
Note that all the k-homogeneous permutation groups with k > 2 are known: the
k-transitive permutation groups are listed, for example in [5, Tables 7.3 and 7.4],
and the k-homogeneous but not k-transitive groups are classified in [12].
First assume case (i) appears. If k > 2, then the classification of k-homogeneous
permutation groups shows that H has at most one nonsolvable composition factor,
a contradiction. Hence k = 1 as in part (a).
Next assume that case (ii) appears. Then k = 5 because H has at least two
nonsolvable composition factors. As K  An, we conclude from the classification
of 5-homogeneous permutation groups [5, 12] that (n,K) = (12,M12) or (24,M24).
This is described in part (c) or (d), respectively, of Theorem 1.1.
Finally, case (iii) leads to part (b). Thus the lemma is true. 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may assume by Lemma 4.4 that L is a
classical group of Lie type and assume by Lemmas 4.1–4.2 that maximal subgroups
of G containing H and K respectively are core-free in G. We summarize these
assumptions in the following hypothesis for later convenience.
Hypothesis 4.5. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L classical of Lie
type. Suppose that G = HK is a factorization of G with H having at least two
nonsolvable composition factors andK core-free, and A and B are core-free maximal
subgroups of G containing H and K, respectively.
Notice that A has at least one nonsolvable composition factor since the subgroup
H of A is nonsolvable. In Section 5, we deal with the case where A has at least two
nonsolvable composition factors. Then in Section 6, we deal with the case where A
has exactly one nonsolvable composition factor.
5. At least two nonsolvable composition factors of A
In this section we prove that under Hypothesis 4.5, if A has at least two nonsolv-
able composition factors then (L,H∩L,K∩L) lies in Table 1 or Table 2, as part (b)
of Theorem 1.1 asserts.
For Sp4(2
f) 6 G 6 ΓSp4(2
f) with f > 2, we have factorizations G = XY with
X ∩ Soc(G) = O−4 (2
f) or Sz(2f) and Y ∩ L = Sp2(2
f ) ≀ S2 (see [15, Theorem A]).
The lemma below shows that, however, G = XY does not hold if Y is replaced by
its index 2 subgroup N2[G].
Lemma 5.1. Let L = Sp4(2
f) with f > 2, and L 6 G 6 ΓSp4(2
f). Suppose
G = XN2[G] for some subgroup X of G. Then X > L.
Proof. Let Y be a maximal subgroup of G containing T := N2[G]. We have Y ∩L =
Sp2(2
f) ≀ S2 and G = XY . It then follows from [15, Theorem A] that one of the
following cases appears.
(i) X > L.
(ii) X ∩ L 6 O−4 (2
f).
(iii) f is odd and X ∩ L 6 Sz(2f).
If case (ii) appears, then the factorization G = XT would imply that ΓO−4 (2
f) is
transitive on the nonsingular 2-dimensional symplectic subspaces, which is not true.
Suppose that case (iii) appears. Let Z be a maximal subgroup of G containing
X such that Z ∩L = Sz(2f). According to [18], Z ∩L contains an element g whose
matrix with respect to a standard basis e1, f1, e2, f2 for Sp4(2
f) is

0 1
1 0
0 1
1 0

 .
By the equivalence of statements (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.2, we may assume that T
fixes 〈e1, f1〉. Thus Z ∩ T > 〈g〉 and so |Z ∩ T |2 > 2. Since G/L 6 f has odd order,
we have |Z|2 = |Z ∩ L|2 and |T |2 = |T ∩ L|2. Moreover, the factorization G = XT
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indicates G = ZT since X 6 Z. Thus we derive that
|Z ∩ T |2 =
|Z|2|T |2
|G|2
=
|Z ∩ L|2|T ∩ L|2
|G|2
=
|Sz(2f)|2|Sp2(2
f)× Sp2(2
f)|2
|Sp4(2
f)|2
= 1,
a contradiction. Hence X > L as the lemma asserts. 
We also need the following two technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Let L = Sp2ℓ(2
f) with fℓ > 2, and L 6 G 6 ΓSp2ℓ(2
f). Suppose
G = RX = RY for some nonsolvable subgroup R and subgroups X and Y such
that X ∩ L = O+2ℓ(2
f) and Y ∩ L = O−2ℓ(2
f). Then either Sp2ℓ/k(2
fk) 6 R ∩ L 6
Sp2ℓ/k(2
fk).k for some integer k dividing ℓ, or G2(2
fℓ/3) 6 R ∩ L 6 G2(2
fℓ/3).(ℓ/3)
with ℓ divisible by 3.
Proof. We use induction on ℓ. First suppose ℓ = 1. Take any r ∈ ppd(2, 2f). Then r
divides |G|/|X|, and so r divides |R| since G = RX . As r > f and |R|/|R∩L| 6 f ,
it follows that r divides |R ∩ L|. Thus, from the classification of subgroups of
Sp2(2
f) = SL2(2
f) (see for example [11, II §8]) we conclude that R ∩ L = Sp2(2
f)
as R ∩ L is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(2
f) of order divisible by r.
Next suppose that ℓ > 1 and the lemma holds for each smaller ℓ. Let T be a
maximal subgroup of G containing R, and assume that T is core-free in G in view
of Lemma 4.2. It follows that G = TX = TY . Then by [15, Theorem A], either
T ∩ L = Sp2a(2
fb).b with ab = ℓ and b prime, or T ∩ L = G2(2
f) with ℓ = 3.
Case 1. T∩L = Sp2a(2
fb).b, where ab = ℓ and b is a prime divisor of ℓ. In this case,
T is an almost simple group with socle Sp2a(2
fb), and we deduce from Lemma 2.4
that T = R(X∩T ) = R(Y ∩T ). Furthermore, it is clear that X∩Soc(T ) = O+2a(2
fb)
and Y ∩ Soc(T ) = O−2a(2
fb). Then by our inductive hypothesis, either
(i) Sp2a/d(2
fbd) 6 R ∩ Soc(T ) 6 Sp2a/d(2
fbd).d for some divisor d of a, or
(ii) G2(2
fba/3) 6 R ∩ Soc(T ) 6 G2(2
fba/3).(a/3) with a divisible by 3.
Note R∩Soc(T ) 6 R∩L 6 (R∩Soc(T )).((T ∩L)/Soc(T )) = (R∩Soc(T )).b. For (i),
we obtain by writing k = bd that
Spℓ/k(2
fk) 6 R ∩ L 6 (Spℓ/k(2
fk).d).b = Spℓ/k(2
fk).k.
For (ii), we have
G2(2
fℓ/3) 6 R ∩ L 6 (G2(2
fℓ/3).(a/3)).b = G2(2
fℓ/3).(ℓ/3).
Hence the conclusion of the lemma holds.
Case 2. ℓ = 3 and T ∩ L = G2(2
f). In this case, G2(2
f) 6 T 6 G2(2
f).f , and
T = R(X∩T ) with X∩T∩L = SL3(2
f).2 (see [15, 5.2.3(b)]). Since R is nonsolvable,
we conclude R > Soc(T ) by [10], which implies R ∩ L = G2(2
f ). This satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma. The proof is thus completed. 
Lemma 5.3. Let G be an almost simple group with socle L = PSp2ℓ(q), where ℓ > 3
and q > 4. Suppose G = XN2[G] for some subgroup X of G. Then one of the
following holds.
(a) X > L.
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(b) ℓ = 3, q is even and X ∩ L = G2(q).
(c) ℓ is even, q = 4 and Spℓ(q
2) 6 X ∩ L 6 Spℓ(q
2).2.
(d) ℓ = 6, q = 4 and G2(q
2) 6 X ∩ L 6 G2(q
2).2.
Proof. If X is not core-free in G, then part (a) of the lemma holds. In the remaining
of the proof we assume that X is core-free in G. Let T be a maximal subgroup
of G containing X and let Y = N2[G]. It follows from G = XY that G = TY .
By Lemma 4.2 we may assume that T is core-free in G. Then appealing to [15,
Theorem A] we have the following two cases.
(i) ℓ = 3, q is even and T ∩ L = G2(q).
(ii) ℓ is even, q = 4 and T ∩ L = Spℓ(q
2).2.
Note that T = X(T ∩ Y ) by Lemma 2.4.
First assume that case (i) appears. Here T is almost simple with socle G2(q) and
T ∩Y ∩L = Sp2(q)×Sp2(q) (see [15, 5.2.3(b)]). According to [10], the factorization
T = X(T ∩Y ) implies that X > Soc(T ). Consequently, X ∩L = G2(q) as described
in part (b) of the lemma.
Next assume that case (ii) appears. In this case, Spℓ(q
2) 6 T 6 ΓSpℓ(q
2) and
T ∩ Y 6 N2[T ] (see [15, 3.2.1(a)]). If X is not core-free in T , then part (c) of the
lemma holds. Now assume that X is core-free in T . Then by [15, Theorem A],
ℓ = 6 and X ∩ Soc(T ) 6 G2(q). Applying the same argument as in case (i) (with
G therein replaced by T here) to the factorization T = XN2[T ] we conclude that
X ∩ Soc(T ) = G2(q). This implies G2(q
2) 6 X ∩L 6 G2(q
2).2, as in part (d) of the
lemma. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose Hypothesis 4.5 and that A has at least two nonsolvable com-
position factors, then (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1 or Table 2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) = (L,X, Y ) as in Table 3. Let G = L.O
with O 6 Out(L). We discuss the eight rows of Table 3 in order.
Row 1. In this row, O 6 f and A ∩ L = (C ×D).2 with C ∼= D = Sp2ℓ(2
f ). Let
M = (C×D).O = N2ℓ[G] be the subgroup of index 2 in A such thatM∩L = C×D.
Since A ∩ B = (O+2ℓ(2
f) × O−2ℓ(2
f)).O (see [15, 3.2.4(b)]), we have A ∩ B 6 M .
Applying Lemma 2.4, we deduce from G = HB that A = H(A ∩ B) and then
M = (H ∩M)(A ∩ B). Note that M 6 (C.O) × (D.O). Let π+ and π− be the
projections fromM to C.O and D.O respectively. Then Mπε = (H ∩M)πε(A∩B)πε
for ε = ±.
If H 6 M , then G = N2ℓ[G]B, which implies that B = O
−
4ℓ(2
f).O is transitive
on the nonsingular symplectic subspaces of dimension 2ℓ, a contradiction. Hence
there exists g ∈ H such that Cg = D and so (H ∩C)g = H ∩D. As a consequence,
(H∩(C×D))π+ ∼= (H∩(C×D))π− = U for some U 6 Sp2ℓ(2
f), and (H∩M)πε 6 U.O
for ε = ±. Since Mπε = (H ∩M)πε(A∩B)πε and (A∩B)πε = Oε2ℓ(2
f).O for ε = ±,
we conclude from Lemma 5.2 that either Sp2ℓ/k(2
fk) 6 U 6 Sp2ℓ/k(2
fk).k for some
integer k dividing ℓ, or G2(2
fℓ) 6 U 6 G2(2
fℓ/3).(ℓ/3) with ℓ divisible by 3. In
particular, U is an almost simple group. This implies H∩(C×D) > Soc(U)×Soc(U)
as H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors. It follows that
H ∩ L = (H ∩ (C ×D)).2 = (Soc(U)× Soc(U)).R.2,
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where either Soc(U) = Sp2ℓ/k(2
fk) and R 6 k × k with k dividing ℓ, or Soc(U) =
G2(2
fℓ/3) and R 6 (ℓ/3)× (ℓ/3) with ℓ divisible by 3. Next we show that K ∩ L >
Ω−4ℓ(2
f) and thus either row 1 or row 2 of Table 1 appears.
Suppose K ∩ L  Ω−4ℓ(2
f). Then we have a factorization B = (A ∩ B)K with
K core-free in B. Moreover, B is an almost simple group with socle Ω−2ℓ(2
f), and
A ∩ B = (O+2ℓ(2
f) × O−2ℓ(2
f)).O is a maximal subgroup of B. However, inspection
of [15, Tables 1–3] shows that no such factorization exists. This contradiction proves
that K ∩ L > Ω−4ℓ(2
f), as desired.
Row 2. From [15, Table 1] we see that G = L.2 and A = (C×D).2 < (C.2)×(D.2),
where C = Sp2(4) and D = Sp4ℓ−2(4). Let ϕ be the projection from A to D.2. Then
since A = H(A ∩ B) by Lemma 2.4, we have Aϕ = Hϕ(A ∩ B)ϕ. Moreover, Aϕ is
an almost simple group with socle Sp4ℓ−2(4), and (A∩B)
ϕ 6 N2[A
ϕ]. Suppose that
Hϕ is core-free in Aϕ. Then as Aϕ = HϕN2[A
ϕ], we conclude from [15, Theorem A]
that ℓ = 2 and Hϕ 6 G2(4).2. Consequently, H ∩L 6 C×M with M = G2(4) < D.
Applying Lemma 2.3 to the factorization G = HB we see that |H ∩ L| is divisible
by |L|/|B| = |Sp8(4)|/|Sp4(16).4| = 4|G2(4)| = 4|M |. Since the smallest index of
proper subgroups ofM = G2(4) is 416 (see [6]), which is larger than |C|/4, it follows
that H∩L >M . This in turn forces H∩L = C×M in order that H has at least two
nonsolvable composition factors. However, A ∩ B > C (see [15, 3.2.1(a)]), whence
|H ∩ B| > |C| >
|C|
4
=
|C||M ||B|
|L|
=
|H ∩ L||B|
|L|
>
|H||B|
|G|
,
contradicting the factorization G = HB. Thus, Hϕ is not core-free in Aϕ, and so
H ∩ L > D. As H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, we thereby
obtain
H ∩ L = C ×D = Sp2(4)× Sp4ℓ−2(4).
If K ∩L > Sp2ℓ(16), then row 3 of Table 1 appears. Now assume K ∩L  Sp2ℓ(16).
Note that B is almost simple with socle Sp2ℓ(16) and A∩B = Sp2(4)×Sp2ℓ−2(16) <
N2[B]. We have B = N2[B]K with K core-free in B. Thereby we conclude from
Lemma 5.3 that ℓ = 3 and G2(16) 6 K ∩ L 6 G2(16).2. This leads to row 8 of
Table 1.
Row 3. In this row, O 6 f and A ∩ L = (C × D).2 with C ∼= D = Sp2(2
f).
Applying Lemma 2.3 to the factorization G = HB we see that f |H ∩L| is divisible
by |L|/|B ∩ L| = 22f (22f − 1)(2f + 1). Consequently, as |H ∩ L|/|H ∩ (C × D)|
divides |A ∩ L|/|C ×D| = 2, f |H ∩ (C ×D)| is divisible by 22f−1(22f − 1)(2f + 1).
Moreover, |H ∩ (C × D)| divides |H ∩ C||D| = |H ∩ C||Sp2(2
f)|. It follows that
f |H ∩ C| is divisible by 22f−1(22f − 1)(2f + 1)/|Sp2(2
f)| = 2f−1(2f + 1). Then by
the classification of subgroups of Sp2(2
f) we conclude that H ∩ C = Sp2(2
f). For
the same reason, H ∩D = Sp2(2
f). Therefore, H ∩ L > C ×D, which means that
H ∩ L = (C ×D).P = (Sp2(2
f)× Sp2(2
f)).P
with P 6 2. Since G = AK, by Lemma 2.4 we have B = (A ∩ B)K. Note that
B is almost simple with socle Sz(2f) and A ∩ B = D2(2f−1).O (see [15, 5.1.7(b)]).
We then infer from [10] that K > Soc(B). Hence K ∩ L = Sz(2f), as in row 6 of
Table 1.
Row 4. Let N , M , φ, A, π1 and π2 be as in the proof of Example 3.12. Since
G has a unique conjugacy class of maximal subgroups isomorphic to B, we may
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assume that B = 〈N, φe〉 by Lemma 2.2(b), where e = |O|. Then A∩B =M⋊〈φe〉.
By Lemma 2.4, we derive from G = HB and H 6 A that A = H(A ∩ B), so
Aπ2 = Hπ2(A ∩ B)π2 . Note that Aπ2 = Sp4(2
f) has a graph automorphism fusing
its C2-subgroups with C8 subgroups, and M
π2 = Ω+4 (2
f). We thereby obtain a
factorization Aπ2γ = Hπ2γN2[A
π2γ] for some automorphism γ of Aπ2 . Hence by
Lemma 5.1, Hπ2 > Soc(Aπ2) = Sp4(2
f), and so
H ∩ L = U × Sp4(2
f)
for some subgroup U of (A ∩ L)π1 = Sp2(2
f). Moreover, U is nonsolvable because
H ∩L has at least two nonsolvable composition factors. Next we show that K ∩L =
G2(2
f) and thus (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 7 of Table 1.
Suppose K ∩ L < B ∩ L = G2(2
f). Then is K core-free in B. By Lemma 2.4,
we derive from G = AK and K 6 B that B = (A ∩ B)K. However, as B is an
almost simple group with socle G2(2
f) and A∩B = (Sp2(2
f)×Sp2(2
f)).O, it is seen
in [10] that no such factorization B = (A ∩ B)K exists. This contradiction yields
K ∩ L = G2(2
f), as desired.
Rows 5 and 6. In these two rows, L = PΩ+4ℓ(q) with either ℓ > 3 and q > 4 or ℓ = 2
and q > 5. Putting c = gcd(2, ℓ, q−1), we have A∩L = (C×D).c with C = PSp2(q)
and D = PSp2ℓ(q). LetM be the subgroup of index c in A such thatM∩L = C×D.
Then A ∩ B 6 M and M 6 (C.O) × (D.O). Denote by ϕ the projection from M
to D.O. Applying Lemma 2.4, we deduce from G = HB that A = H(A ∩ B) and
then M = (H ∩M)(A∩B). Thereby we have Mϕ = (H ∩M)ϕ(A∩B)ϕ. Moreover,
Mϕ/CMϕ(D) is almost simple with socle D = PSp2ℓ(q) and (A ∩ B)
ϕ 6 N2[M
ϕ]
(see [15, 3.6.1(d)]). It follows that Mϕ = (H ∩ M)ϕN2[M
ϕ], and so one of the
following four cases appears by Lemma 5.3 .
(i) (H ∩M)ϕ > D.
(ii) ℓ = 3, q is even and (H ∩M)ϕ ∩D = G2(q).
(iii) ℓ is even, q = 4 and Spℓ(q
2) 6 (H ∩M)ϕ ∩D 6 Spℓ(q
2).2.
(iv) ℓ = 6, q = 4 and G2(q
2) 6 (H ∩M)ϕ ∩D 6 G2(q
2).2.
Note that H ∩ L has at least two nonsolvable composition factors as H has at
least two nonsolvable composition factors. If case (i) appears, then H ∩ L =
(U × PSp2ℓ(q)).P with P 6 gcd(2, ℓ, q − 1), where U is an nonsolvable subgroup of
PSp2(q). If case (ii) appears, then H ∩L = U ×G2(q) with ℓ = 3 and q even, where
U is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(q). For case (iii), H ∩L = (Sp2(4)×Spℓ(16)).P
with ℓ even, q = 4 and P 6 2. For case (iv) we have H ∩ L = (Sp2(4)×G2(16)).P
with ℓ = 6, q = 4 and P 6 2. Next we show that K ∩ L = Ω4ℓ−1(q) and thus
cases (i)–(iv) lead to rows 1, 4, 3, 6, respectively, of Table 2.
Suppose K ∩L 6= B∩L = Ω4ℓ−1(q). From G = AK we derive that |K| is divisible
by |G|/|A|, whence each prime in ppd(q, 4ℓ − 2) ∪ ppd(q, 2ℓ − 1) ∪ ppd(q, 4ℓ − 4)
divides |K|. However, by Lemma 2.4 we have B = (A∩B)K, and [15, Theorem A]
shows that no such group K satisfies these conditions. This contradiction implies
K ∩ L = Ω4ℓ−1(q), as desired.
Row 7. Here L = Ω+8 (2), H ∩ L 6 (SL2(4) × SL2(4)).2
2 and K ∩ L 6 Sp6(2).
In order that H ∩ L has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, we have
H∩L = (SL2(4)×SL2(4)).P with P 6 2
2. Furthermore, computation inMagma [3]
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shows K ∩ L = Sp6(2) in order that G = HK. Thus row 2 (with ℓ = 1) of Table 2
appears.
Row 8. In this row, L = Ω+8 (4), A∩L = (SL2(16)×SL2(16)).2
2 and B∩L 6 Sp6(4).
Then |O| divides 4, and thus Lemma 2.3 implies that |L| divides 4|K ∩ L||H ∩ L|.
In particular, |L| divides 4|B ∩ L||H ∩ L|, which indicates that |H ∩ L| is divisible
by 17. Then as H ∩L is a subgroup of A∩L = (SL2(16)×SL2(16)).2
2 with at least
two nonsolvable composition factors, we conclude that either
H ∩ L = (SL2(4)× SL2(16)).P
with P 6 2, or
H ∩ L = (SL2(16)× SL2(16)).P
with P 6 22. For the former, since 4|K∩L| is divisible by |L|/|(SL2(4)×SL2(16)).2| =
217 · 33 · 52 · 7 · 13 · 17, we have K ∩L = Sp6(4), which leads to row 3 (with c = 1 and
ℓ = 1) of Table 2. Now assume that H ∩L = (SL2(16)×SL2(16)).P with P 6 2
2. It
follows that 4|K ∩L| is divisible by |L|/|(SL2(16)×SL2(16)).2
2| = 214 · 33 · 52 · 7 · 13.
Therefore, K∩L = Sp6(4) or G2(4). IfK∩L = G2(4), then |K| divides |Out(L)||K∩
L| = 4|G2(4)| = |Ω
+
8 (4)|/|(SL2(16) × SL2(16)).2
2| = |L|/|A ∩ L| = |G|/|A|, which
implies that A ∩ K = 1. However, there exists no such factorization G = AK ac-
cording to [17, Theorem 1.1]. Thus we have K ∩ L = Sp6(4), and so row 3 (with
c = 2 and ℓ = 1) of Table 2 appears. 
6. Exactly one nonsolvable composition factor of A
In this section we deal with the case where the group A in Hypothesis 4.5 has
exactly one nonsolvable composition factor. For a group X , the solvable radical of
X , denoted by Rad(X), is the product of all the solvable normal subgroups of X .
Note that if X has exactly one nonsolvable composition factor then X/Rad(X) is
almost simple. Hence from the factorization A = H(A∩B) we obtain a factorization
A/Rad(A) = (HRad(A)/Rad(A))((A ∩ B)Rad(A)/Rad(A))
of the almost simple group A/Rad(A) with the factor HRad(A)/Rad(A) still having
at least two nonsolvable composition factors. We shall see in Lemma 6.1 that the
other factor (A ∩ B)Rad(A)/Rad(A) is core-free.
For a group X , let X(∞) be the smallest normal subgroup of X such that X/X(∞)
is solvable.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that G is an almost simple group with socle classical of Lie
type, and G = AB with subgroups A and B maximal and core-free in G. If A has
exactly one nonsolvable composition factor and R = Rad(A), then A/R is almost
simple and (A ∩ B)R/R is core-free in A/R.
Proof. Let S be the unique nonsolvable composition factor of A. Then A/R is an
almost simple group with socle S. Suppose for a contradiction that (A ∩ B)R/R
contains Soc(A/R) = (A/R)(∞) = A(∞)R/R. We deduce that (A ∩ B)R > A(∞)R.
Then since |(A ∩ B)R| divides |A ∩ B||R|, it follows that |A ∩ B||R| is divisible by
|A(∞)R|. From G = AB we have
|G|
|B|
=
|A|
|A ∩B|
=
|A||R|
|A ∩ B||R|
.
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Therefore, |G|/|B| divides
|A||R|
|A(∞)R|
=
|A||A(∞) ∩ R|
|A(∞)|
=
|A||Rad(A(∞))|
|A(∞)|
=
|A|
|A(∞)/Rad(A(∞))|
.
Since A(∞)/Rad(A(∞)) is also an almost simple group with socle S, we see that
|A(∞)/Rad(A(∞))| is divisible by |S| and so |G|/|B| divides |A|/|S|. However, one
concludes from [15, Theorem A] that no such factorization G = AB exists with
|G|/|B| dividing |A|/|S|. Hence (A ∩ B)R/R does not contain Soc(A/R), which
means that (A ∩ B)R/R is core-free in A/R. 
The following lemma is needed later.
Lemma 6.2. Let Ω+4m(4) 6 G 6 O
+
4m(4) with m > 2, and H be a subgroup of G
such that G = HN1[G]. If H is contained in a C4-subgroup of G, then H > Sp2m(4).
Proof. Let W , V , Q and M be as in Lemma 3.4 with q = 4, and regard G as
Ω(W ⊗ V,Q) or O(W ⊗ V,Q) according to G = Ω+4m(4) or O
+
4m(4), respectively.
Let A be the maximal C4-subgroup of G containing H . Then G = AN1[G], and
so by [15, Theorem A] we may regard A as the subgroup of G stabilizing W ⊗ V .
From [13] we see that A < Soc(G) and thus A = Sp2(4)×M . Denote the projection
of A onto M by ϕ. Since G = HN1[G] and H 6 A, we deduce from Lemma 2.4 that
A = H(A ∩ N1[G]), which yields M = A
ϕ = Hϕ(A ∩ N1[G])
ϕ. As (A ∩ N1[G])
ϕ 6
N2[M ] (see [15, 3.6.1(d)]), we further deduce thatM = H
ϕN2[M ]. According to [15,
Theorem A],M = Sp2m(4) has no maximal factorization with a factor N2[M ]. Hence
Hϕ =M . This implies H > Sp2m(4) as H 6 A = Sp2(4)× Sp2m(4). 
Based on the results above, we are able to prove Theorem 1.1 by induction on the
order of G. The inductive hypothesis is as follows.
Hypothesis 6.3. Suppose that for each almost simple group G1 of order properly
dividing |G|, if G1 = H1K1 is a factorization of G1 with H1 having at least two
nonsolvable composition factors and K1 core-free, then (G1, H1, K1) is described in
Theorem 1.1.
Suppose both Hypothesis 4.5 and Hypothesis 6.3 in the rest of this section. We
first give the candidates for (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) in the case where A has exactly one
nonsolvable composition factor.
Lemma 6.4. Either A has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, or the triple
(L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in Table 4.
Proof. The maximal factorizations G = AB are classified by [15, Theorem A] and
described in Tables 1–4 of [15]. Since H is nonsolvable, A is nonsolvable too. Thus,
either A has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, or A has precisely one
nonsolvable composition factor. Assume in the following that A has precisely one
nonsolvable composition factor.
Denote R = Rad(A), A = A/R, H = HR/R and A ∩ B = (A ∩B)R/R. Then A
is an almost simple group, and H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors.
Moreover, applying Lemma 2.4 we derive from G = HB and H 6 A that A =
H(A ∩ B). Hence A = H A ∩ B with A ∩B core-free in A as Lemma 6.1 asserts.
Now by Hypothesis 6.3, either Soc(A) = An for some n > 10, or Soc(A) lies in the
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Table 4. Factorizations in Lemma 6.4 with A having a unique non-
solvable composition factor
row L A ∩ L B ∩ L
1 Sp4ℓ(2
f), ℓ > 2 Sp4a(2
fb).b with ab = ℓ and b prime O−4ℓ(2
f)
2 Sp8ℓ(2), ℓ > 1 O
+
8ℓ(2) O
−
8ℓ(2)
3 Sp4ℓ(4), ℓ > 2 O
+
4ℓ(4) O
−
4ℓ(4)
4 Ω+8ℓ(2), ℓ > 2 Ω
+
4ℓ(4).2
2 Sp8ℓ−2(2)
5 Ω+8ℓ(4), ℓ > 2 Ω
+
4ℓ(16).2
2 Sp8ℓ−2(4)
6 Ω+8 (2
f), f > 2 Sp6(2
f) Sp6(2
f)
second column of Table 1 or Table 2. Checking this condition of A for factorizations
G = AB in Tables 1–4 of [15], we deduce that either (L,A∩L,B∩L) lies in Table 5
or one of the following cases appears.
(i) L = Sp2m(2
f), A ∩ L = Sp2a(2
fb).b with ab = m and b prime, and B ∩ L =
O−2m(2
f).
(ii) L = Sp2m(2), A ∩ L = O
+
2m(2), and B ∩ L = O
−
2m(2).
(iii) L = Sp2m(4), A ∩ L = O
+
2m(4), and B ∩ L = O
−
2m(4).
(iv) L = Sp6(2
f), A ∩ L = P1, and B ∩ L = G2(2
f).
(v) G = L = Sp8(2), A = S10, B = O
−
8 (2).
(vi) L = Ω+2m(2
f ) with m > 6 even, A ∩ L = N1, and B ∩ L = GˆUm(q).2.
(vii) L = Ω+2m(2
f ) withm > 6 even and f 6 2, A∩L = Ω+m(4
f).22, and B∩L = N1.
(viii) L = Ω−10(2), A ∩ L = A12, and B ∩ L = P1.
(ix) L = Ω+8 (2
f) with f > 2, A ∩ L = Ω7(2
f), and B ∩ L = Ω7(2
f).
(x) L = PΩ+8 (3), A ∩ L = Ω
+
8 (2), and B ∩ L = Ω7(3).
Suppose that (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in Table 5, so that L = PSLn(q), PSp2m(q),
PSU2m(q) or PΩ
±
2m(q). For each row in Table 5, take e to be the number as in the
last column and take r ∈ ppd(q, e). Then one can verify that r divides |G|/|B| but
not |R|. It follows that r divides H due to the factorization G = HB, and then
r divides H . Further, r divides H ∩ Soc(A) as r does not divide |Out(Soc(A))|.
However, Hypothesis 6.3 requires H ∩ Soc(A) to be in the third column of Table 1
or Table 2, which implies that |H ∩Soc(A)| is not divisible by r. This contradiction
shows that (L,A∩L,B ∩L) does not lie in Table 5. Thus, we only need to consider
cases (i)–(x) in the following.
First assume that case (i) appears. From Hypothesis 6.3 we deduce that either a
is even, or a = 3 and H ∩ Soc(A) 6 Sp4(2
fb) × Sp2(2
fb). The former immediately
leads to row 1 of Table 4, so we assume the latter now. Take r ∈ ppd(2, 3fb).
Then as r is coprime to both |H| and |R|, r is coprime to |H|. However, r divides
|Sp6b(2
f)|/|O−6b(2
f)| = |L|/|B ∩ L|, contradicting the factorization G = HB by
Lemma 2.3.
For case (ii), we deduce from Hypothesis 6.3 that m is divisible by 4, and so row 2
of Table 4 appears.
For case (iii), we deduce from Hypothesis 6.3 that m is even, and so row 3 of
Table 4 appears.
Suppose that case (iv) occurs. Then either f > 2 and Soc(A) = Sp4(2
f), or f = 1
and Soc(A) = A6. From Hypothesis 6.3 we deduce that f > 2 and any prime r in
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Table 5. Factorizations other than cases (i)–(x) in the proof of Lemma 6.4
L A ∩ L B ∩ L condition e
PSLn(q) NL(PSpn(q)) P1 or Pn−1 n > 4 even and n
(n, q) 6= (6, 2)
PSLn(q) NL(PSpn(q)) Stab(V1 ⊕ Vn−1) n > 4 even and n
(n, q) 6= (6, 2)
PSp2m(q) PSp2a(q
b).b P1 m > 2a > 4 2m
PSp2m(q) P1 PSp2a(q
b).b m > 3 and 2m− 2
(m, q) 6= (4, 2)
PSp2m(2
f) Sp2a(2
fb).b O+2m(2
f) m > 2a > 4 2m
PSp2m(2
f) O+2m(2
f) Sp2a(2
fb).b m > 4 2m− 2
PSp2m(2
f) Spm(4
f).2 N2 m > 4 even 2m
and f 6 2
PSp2m(2) N2 Spm(4).2 m > 6 even 2m− 2
PSp2m(4
f) Sp2m(2
f) O−2m(4
f) f 6 2 and m
mf 6= 3
PSp8(2) O
+
8 (2) PSL2(17) 3
PSU2m(q) NL(PSp2m(q)) N1 (m, q) 6= (3, 2) 2m
PΩ−2m(2
f) N1 GˆUm(2
f) m > 5 odd 2m− 2
PΩ−2m(2) N1 Ω
−
m(4).2 m > 6 even 2m− 2
PΩ−2m(4) N1 Ω
−
m(16).2 m > 4 even 2m− 2
PΩ+2m(2
f) N1 Pm or Pm−1 m > 5 2m− 2
PΩ+2m(2
f) N1 NL(Sp2(2
f)⊗ Spm(2
f )) m > 6 even 2m− 2
PΩ+2m(q) P1 GˆUm(q).2 m > 6 even 2m− 4
PΩ+2m(2
f) N1 GˆLm(q).2 m > 5 2m− 2
PΩ+2m(2
f) N1 Ω
+
m(4
f).22 m > 6 even 2m− 2
and f 6 2
PΩ+2m(4) N
+
2 GˆUm(4).2 m > 6 even 2m− 4
PΩ+16(2
f) Ω9(2
f).a N1 a 6 2 8
PΩ+16(2
f) N1 Ω9(2
f).a a 6 2 14
PΩ+24(2) N1 Co1 22
PΩ+8 (2
f) Ω7(2
f) P1, P3 or P4 f > 2 6
PΩ+8 (2
f) Ω7(2
f) (ˆ(2f + 1)× Ω−6 (2
f)).2 f > 2 3
PΩ+8 (2
f) Ω7(2
f) (ˆ(2f − 1)× Ω+6 (2
f)).2 f > 2 6
PΩ+8 (4
f) Ω7(4
f) Ω−8 (2
f) 6
PΩ+8 (3) Ω
+
8 (2) P1, P3 or P4 6
PΩ+8 (3) Ω
+
8 (2) P13, P14 or P34 6
Ω+8 (4) Ω7(4) (SL2(16)× SL2(16)).2
2 6
ppd(2, 4f) is coprime to |H|. It follows that r does not divide |H| since r does not
divide |R|. However, r divides |Sp6(2
f)|/|G2(2
f)| = |L|/|B ∩ L|, contradicting the
factorization G = HB by Lemma 2.3.
Suppose that case (v) occurs. Since G = HB and H 6 A, we have the factoriza-
tion A = H(A ∩B) by Lemma 2.4. However, A ∩B = S7 × S3 by [15, 5.1.9], which
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implies that the factorization A = H(A ∩ B) does not satisfy Theorem 1.1. This is
contrary to Hypothesis 6.3.
Next suppose that case (vi) occurs. Then as 2m − 2 > 10, we deduce from
Hypothesis 6.3 that 2m − 2 is divisible by 4, contrary to the condition that m is
even.
For case (vii), we deduce from Hypothesis 6.3 that m is divisible by 4, whence
row 4 or 5 of Table 4 appears.
Suppose that case (viii) occurs. In this case, we have (G,A) = (Ω−10(2),A12) or
(O−10(2), S12). Since G = HB and H 6 A, we have the factorization A = H(A ∩ B)
by Lemma 2.4. However, A ∩ B = S8 × S4 by [15, 5.2.16], which implies that the
factorization A = H(A ∩ B) does not satisfy Theorem 1.1. This is contrary to
Hypothesis 6.3.
For case (ix), in view of Ω7(2
f) ∼= Sp6(2
f) we see that row 6 of Table 4 appears.
Finally suppose that (x) occurs. Since G = HB and H 6 A, we have the factor-
ization A = H(A ∩ B) by Lemma 2.4. However, A ∩ B ∩ L = 26.A7 by [15, 5.1.15],
which implies that the factorization A = H(A ∩ B) does not satisfy Theorem 1.1.
This is contrary to Hypothesis 6.3. 
In the forthcoming Lemmas 6.5–6.10, we analyze the six candidates for the triple
(L,A∩L,B∩L) in Table 4 to show that (L,H∩L,K ∩L) lies in Table 1 or Table 2.
Note that we have A = H(A ∩ B) and B = (A ∩ B)K from the factorization G =
HK. Moreover, we see in Table 4 that both A and B have exactly one nonsolvable
composition factor, so both A/Rad(A) and B/Rad(B) are almost simple.
Lemma 6.5. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 1 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1.
Proof. Here L = Sp4ℓ(2
f ), A ∩ L = Sp4a(2
fb).b and B ∩ L = O−4ℓ(2
f) with ab = ℓ
and b prime. Since A = H(A ∩ B) and A ∩ B ∩ L = O−4a(2
fb).b, we infer from
Hypothesis 6.3 that Soc(A) is described in the second column of row 1, 2, 4, 5, 9
or 10 of Table 1. Take any r ∈ ppd(2, 4fℓ). Since B = (A ∩ B)K and B is almost
simple with socle Ω−4ℓ(2
f), we derive from [15, Theorem A] that either K > Soc(B)
or K 6 N1[B]. For the latter, r divides |H∩L| because r divides |L| but not |N1[B]|.
Case 1. Let Soc(A) = Sp4a(2
fb) lie in the second column of row 1 of Table 1. In
this case, H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2a0(2
fbb0)× Sp2a0(2
fbb0)).R0.2 with R0 6 b0 × b0, where
a0 and b0 are positive integers such that a = a0b0. Let a1 = a0 and b1 = b0b. Then
a1b1 = a0b0b = ab = ℓ and H ∩L = (Sp2a1(2
fb1)×Sp2a1(2
fb1)).R.2 with R 6 b1× b1.
In particular, |H ∩L| is not divisible by r, and so K > Soc(B) by the conclusion of
the previous paragraph. It follows that K ∩ L = Ω−4ℓ(2
f ).Q with Q 6 2, and thus
(L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) is as described in row 1 of Table 1.
Case 2. Let Soc(A) = Sp4a(2
fb) lie in the second column of row 2 of Table 1. Here
a = 3a1 for some integer a1 and H ∩ Soc(A) = (G2(2
fba1) × G2(2
fba1)).R1.2 with
R1 6 a1 × a1. Let ℓ1 = a1b. It follows that ℓ = ab = 3a1b = 3ℓ1, L = Sp12ℓ1(2
f)
and H ∩ L = (G2(2
fℓ1) × G2(2
fℓ1)).R.2 with R 6 ℓ1 × ℓ1. In particular, |H ∩ L| is
not divisible by r, which implies that K > Soc(B). Thus, K ∩ L = Ω−4ℓ(2
f ).Q =
Ω−12ℓ1(2
f).Q with Q 6 2, and so (L,H ∩L,K ∩L) is as described in row 2 of Table 1.
Case 3. Let Soc(A) = Sp4a(2
fb) lie in the second column of row 4 of Table 1. Here
a > 2, b = 2, f = 1 and H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4) × Sp2a(4)).P with P 6 2. Thus,
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L = Sp4ℓ(2) = Sp8a(2). Since
(H ∩ L)/(H ∩ Soc(A)) ∼= (H ∩ L)Soc(A)/Soc(A) 6 (A ∩ L)/Soc(A) = b,
we have Sp2(4)× Sp2a(4) 6 H ∩L 6 (Sp2(4)× Sp2a(4)).[4]. In particular, |H ∩L| is
not divisible by r, and so K > Soc(B). Then we conclude that K ∩L = Ω−4ℓ(2).Q =
Ω−8a(2).Q with Q 6 2 and (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) is as described in row 5 of Table 1.
Case 4. LetSoc(A) = Sp4a(2
fb) lie in the second column of row 5 or 10 of Table 1.
In this case we have fb = 1, contrary to the condition that b is prime.
Case 5. Let Soc(A) = Sp4a(2
fb) lie in the second column of row 9 of Table 1. In
this case, a = 3, b = 2, f = 1 and H ∩Soc(A) = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P with P 6 2. As
H ∩Soc(A) 6 H ∩L 6 (H ∩Soc(A)).b, we derive that H ∩L = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P1,
where P1 6 2
2. It follows that |H ∩ L| is not divisible by r, and then K > Soc(B).
Thus, K ∩ L = Ω−4ℓ(2).Q = Ω
−
24(2).Q with Q 6 2, and so (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in
row 10 of Table 1. 
Lemma 6.6. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 2 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1.
Proof. Here G = Sp8ℓ(2), A = O
+
8ℓ(2) and B = O
−
8ℓ(2). Since A = H(A ∩ B)
and A ∩ B = Sp8ℓ−2(2) × 2 = N1[A] (see [15, 3.2.4(e)]), Hypothesis 6.3 implies
that Soc(A) is described in the second column of row 2 or 5 of Table 2. Take any
r ∈ ppd(2, 8ℓ− 2). Since B = (A ∩ B)K and B is almost simple with socle Ω−8ℓ(2),
we derive from [15, Theorem A] that either K > Soc(B) or K ∩ Soc(B) 6 Ω−4ℓ(4).2.
For the latter, r divides |H ∩ L| because r divides |L| but not |Ω−4ℓ(4).2|.
Case 1. Let Soc(A) = Ω+8ℓ(2) lie in the second column of row 2 of Table 2. In this
case, H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4)).P with P 6 2
2. Then since
(H ∩ L)/(H ∩ Soc(A)) ∼= (H ∩ L)Soc(A)/Soc(A) 6 (A ∩ L)/Soc(A) = 2,
we have Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4) 6 H ∩ L 6 (Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4)).[8]. In particular, |H ∩ L|
is not divisible by r, which implies K > Soc(B) by the conclusion of the previous
paragraph. Hence K ∩ L = Ω−8ℓ(2).Q with Q 6 2 and so (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in
row 5 of Table 1.
Case 2. Let Soc(A) = Ω+8ℓ(2) lie in the second column of row 5 of Table 2. In this
case, ℓ = 3 and H ∩Soc(A) = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).P with P 6 2
2. Since H ∩Soc(A) 6
H ∩ L 6 (H ∩ Soc(A)).2, we have Sp2(4)× G2(4) 6 H ∩ L 6 (Sp2(4)× G2(4)).[8].
In particular, |H ∩ L| is not divisible by r, and so K > Soc(B). It follows that
K ∩L = Ω−8ℓ(2).Q = Ω
−
24(4).Q with Q 6 2, and thus (L,H ∩L,K ∩L) lies in row 10
of Table 1. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 3 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1.
Proof. Here ℓ > 2 and (G,A,B) = (ΓSp4ℓ(4),ΓO
+
4ℓ(4),ΓO
−
4ℓ(4)) according to [15,
Theorem A]. Since A = H(A∩B) and A∩B = N1[A ∩L] = Sp4ℓ−2(4)× 2 (see [15,
3.2.4(e)]), we derive from Hypothesis 6.3 that Soc(A) lies in the second column of
row 1, 3, 4 or 6 of Table 2. Take any r ∈ ppd(4, 4ℓ− 2). Since B = (A ∩ B)K and
B is almost simple with socle Ω−4ℓ(4), it follows from [15, Theorem A] that either
K > Soc(B) or K ∩ Soc(B) 6 Ω−2ℓ(16).2. For the latter, r divides |H ∩ L| because
r divides |L| but not |Ω−2ℓ(16).2|.
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Case 1. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 1 of Table 2. In
this case, H ∩Soc(A) = U ×Sp2ℓ(4), where U is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(4).
Therefore, U = Sp2(4) and H ∩ Soc(A) = Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4). Since
(H ∩ L)/(H ∩ Soc(A)) ∼= (H ∩ L)Soc(A)/Soc(A) 6 (A ∩ L)/Soc(A) = 2,
we deduce that Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4) 6 H ∩ L 6 (Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4)).2. In particular,
|H ∩ L| is not divisible by r, and so K > Soc(B) by the conclusion of the previous
paragraph. Hence K ∩L = Ω−4ℓ(4).Q with Q 6 2, and thus (L,H ∩L,K ∩L) lies in
row 4 of Table 1.
Case 2. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 3 or 6 of Table 2.
In this case we have ℓ = 2ℓ1 for some integer ℓ1. Moreover, either H ∩ Soc(A) =
(Sp2(4
c) × Sp2ℓ1(16)).P , or ℓ1 = 3 and H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4
c) × G2(16)).P , where
c = 1 or 2 and P 6 22. As A ∩ B = N1[A ∩ L] < A ∩ L (see [15, 3.2.4(e)]) and
A = H(A ∩ B), we have a factorization
A ∩ L = (H ∩ L)N1[A ∩ L]
of A ∩ L = O+8ℓ1(4). By Lemma 4.2, there exist groups A
∗ and H∗ such that
Ω+8ℓ1(4) 6 A
∗ 6 O+8ℓ1(4), A
∗ = H∗Soc(A) = H∗N1[A
∗] andH∗∩Soc(A) = H∩Soc(A).
Let M be a maximal subgroup of A∗ containing H∗. Then A∗ = MN1[A
∗], and M
is core-free in A∗. From Hypothesis 6.3 we see that M cannot have a linear, unitary
or plus type orthogonal group as its unique nonsolvable composition factor. Thus
one of the following occurs by [15, Theorem A].
(i) M ∩ Soc(A∗) = Sp2(4)⊗ Sp4ℓ1(4).
(ii) M ∩ Soc(A∗) = Ω4ℓ1(16).2
2.
(iii) ℓ1 = 2 and M ∩ Soc(A
∗) = Sp8(4).a with a 6 2.
(iv) ℓ1 = 1 and M ∩ Soc(A
∗) = Sp6(4).
(v) ℓ1 = 1 and M ∩ Soc(A
∗) = (Sp2(16)× Sp2(16)).2
2.
If (i) occurs, then H∗ > Sp4ℓ1(4) by Lemma 6.2, which is not possible since we
have either H∗ ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4
c) × Sp2ℓ1(16)).P or ℓ1 = 3 and H
∗ ∩ Soc(A) =
(Sp2(4
c)×G2(16)).P . IfM∩Soc(A
∗) is as described in (ii) or (v), then the argument
in [15, 3.6.1(c)] shows that A∗ 6= MN1[A
∗], a contradiction. If (iii) occurs, then we
see from Hypothesis 6.3 and the third column of Table 1 that H∗ cannot have
Sp2(4
c) × Sp2ℓ1(16) = Sp2(4
c) × Sp4(16) as a normal subgroup, a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that (iv) occurs. Then M ∩ N1[A
∗] has a normal subgroup G2(4)
by [15, 5.1.15] while H∗ has a normal subgroup Sp2(4
c)× Sp2(16). By Lemma 2.4,
we deduce from A∗ = H∗N1[A
∗] and H∗ 6 M that M = H∗(M ∩N1[A
∗]). However,
M does not have such a factorization according to Hypothesis 6.3, a contradiction.
Case 3. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 4 of Table 2. In
this case, ℓ = 3 and H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4)×G2(4)). Since H ∩ Soc(A) 6 H ∩ L 6
(H∩Soc(A)).2, we have Sp2(4)×G2(4) 6 H∩L 6 (Sp2(4)×G2(4)).2. In particular,
|H∩L| is not divisible by r, and soK > Soc(B). HenceK∩L = Ω−4ℓ(4).Q = Ω
−
12(4).Q
with Q 6 2, and then (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 9 of Table 1. 
Lemma 6.8. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 4 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 2.
Proof. Here L = Ω+8ℓ(2) with ℓ > 2, A ∩ L = Ω
+
4ℓ(4).2
2 and B ∩ L = Sp8ℓ−2(2).
Furthermore, we have G = L in order that A is maximal in G. By Lemma 3.9, A ∩
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B = Sp4ℓ−2(4)×2 < O
+
4ℓ(4). Then as A = H(A∩B), we derive from Hypothesis 6.3
that Soc(A) is described in the second column of row 1, 3, 4 or 6 of Table 2.
Since B = (A ∩ B)K and |A ∩ B| has no prime divisor in the set ppd(2, 8ℓ− 2) ∪
ppd(2, 8ℓ − 6) ∪ ppd(2, 4ℓ − 1), we conclude that |K| is divisible by each prime in
ppd(2, 8ℓ − 2) ∪ ppd(2, 8ℓ − 6) ∪ ppd(2, 4ℓ − 1). Hence by [15, Theorem A], the
factorization B = (A ∩B)K implies that K > Soc(B), and so K ∩ L = Sp8ℓ−2(2).
Case 1. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 1 of Table 2. In
this case, H ∩Soc(A) = U ×Sp2ℓ(4), where U is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(4).
Thus, U = Sp2(4) and H ∩ Soc(A) = Sp2(4)× Sp2ℓ(4). Since
(H ∩ L)/(H ∩ Soc(A)) ∼= (H ∩ L)Soc(A)/Soc(A) 6 (A ∩ L)/Soc(A) = 22,
we deduce that Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4) 6 H ∩ L 6 (Sp2(4) × Sp2ℓ(4)).2
2. Therefore,
(L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 2 of Table 2.
Case 2. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 3 or 6 of Table 2.
Since A = H(A ∩B) and A ∩B = Sp4ℓ−2(4)× 2 6 N1[O
+
4ℓ(4)], we derive that
O+4ℓ(4) = (H ∩O
+
4ℓ(4))(A ∩B) = (H ∩O
+
4ℓ(4))N1[O
+
4ℓ(4)].
Then one obtains a contradiction along the same lines as in Case 2 of the proof of
Lemma 6.7.
Case 3. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(4) lie in the second column of row 4 of Table 2. In
this case, ℓ = 3 and H ∩ Soc(A) = (Sp2(4) × G2(4)). As H ∩ Soc(A) 6 H ∩ L 6
(H ∩ Soc(A)).22, we have Sp2(4) × G2(4) 6 H ∩ L 6 (Sp2(4) × G2(4)).2
2. Thus,
(L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 5 of Table 2. 
Lemma 6.9. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 5 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 2.
Proof. Here L = Ω+8ℓ(4) with ℓ > 2, A∩L = Ω
+
4ℓ(16).2
2 and B∩L = Sp8ℓ−2(4). Since
A = H(A ∩ B) and A ∩ B ∩ L = Sp4ℓ−2(16), we derive from Hypothesis 6.3 that
Soc(A) is described in the second column of row 1 or 4 of Table 2. As B = (A∩B)K
and |A∩B| has no prime divisor in ppd(4, 8ℓ− 2)∪ ppd(4, 8ℓ− 6)∪ ppd(4, 4ℓ− 1),
we conclude that |K| is divisible by each prime in ppd(4, 8ℓ− 2) ∪ ppd(4, 8ℓ− 6) ∪
ppd(4, 4ℓ− 1). Then by [15, Theorem A], the factorization B = (A ∩ B)K implies
that K ∩ L = Sp8ℓ−2(4).
Case 1. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(16) lie in the second column of row 1 of Table 2. In this
case, H ∩ Soc(A) = U × Sp2ℓ(16), where U is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(16).
It follows that U = Sp2(4) or Sp2(16), and then H ∩ Soc(A) = Sp2(4
c) × Sp2ℓ(16)
with c = 1 or 2. Since
(H ∩ L)/(H ∩ Soc(A)) ∼= (H ∩ L)Soc(A)/Soc(A) 6 (A ∩ L)/Soc(A) = 22,
we have Sp2(4
c)×Sp2ℓ(4) 6 H∩L 6 (Sp2(4
c)×Sp2ℓ(4)).2
2. Thus, (L,H ∩L,K∩L)
lies in row 3 of Table 2.
Case 2. Let Soc(A) = Ω+4ℓ(16) lie in the second column of row 4 of Table 2. In this
case, ℓ = 3 and H ∩ Soc(A) = Sp2(4
c)×G2(16) with c = 1 or 2. As H ∩ Soc(A) 6
H∩L 6 (H∩Soc(A)).22, we have Sp2(4
c)×G2(16) 6 H∩L 6 (Sp2(4
c)×G2(16)).2
2.
Hence (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 6 of Table 2. 
Lemma 6.10. Suppose (L,A ∩ L,B ∩ L) lies in row 6 of Table 4. Then (L,H ∩
L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 2.
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Proof. Here L = Ω+8 (2
f) with f > 2 and A ∩ L ∼= B ∩ L = Sp6(2
f). Since A =
H(A∩B) and A∩B ∩L = G2(2
f) (see [15, 5.1.15]), we derive from Hypothesis 6.3
that A ∩ L is described in the second column of row 7 of Table 1. It follows that
H ∩L = H ∩ (A∩L) = U×Sp4(2
f), where U is an nonsolvable subgroup of Sp2(2
f).
In particular, |H ∩ L| is not divisible by any prime in ppd(2, 6f) ∪ ppd(2, 3f). In
view of the factorization B = (A ∩ B)K we deduce from [15, Theorem A] that
either K ∩ L = Sp6(2
f ), or K ∩ L is contained in O+6 (2
f), O−6 (2
f), P1[Sp6(2
f)]
or N1[Sp6(2
f )]. For the latter, there exists r ∈ ppd(2, 6f) ∪ ppd(2, 3f) dividing
|L|/|K ∩ L|, which indicates that r divides |H ∩ L| by Lemma 2.3, a contradiction.
Therefore, K ∩ L = Sp6(2
f), and so (L,H ∩ L,K ∩ L) lies in row 1 of Table 2. 
We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that G is an almost simple group with socle L and
G = HK, where H has at least two nonsolvable composition factors and K is core-
free. We prove Theorem 1.1 by induction on |G|. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume
that L is a classical group. Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 4.2 we may let A and
B be maximal subgroups of G containing H and K, respectively. Thus we have
both Hypothesis 4.5 and Hypothesis 6.3. Then according to Lemma 6.4, either A
has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, or the triple (L,A∩L,B ∩L) lies
in Table 4. If A has at least two nonsolvable composition factors, then Lemma 5.4
asserts that (L,H ∩L,K ∩ L) lies in Table 1 or Table 2. If (L,A∩L,B ∩L) lies in
Table 4, then it follows from Lemmas 6.5–6.10 that (L,H ∩L,K ∩L) lies in Table 1
or Table 2. Hence Theorem 1.1 is true. 
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